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Abstract Objective. To compare the ability of three modelling approaches to resolve the muscle and joint forces in a lumbar spine model during dynamic sagittal plane lifting. Design. Trunk muscle forces, spine compression, and coactivity predicted through double linear optimization, EMG-assisted, and EMG assisted by optimization approaches were compared. Background. The advantages of EMG-based approaches are known from static task analyses. Limited assessment has been made for dynamic lifting. Methods. Eleven male subjects performed sagittal plane lifting-lowering at ®xed cadence from 0° to 45° of trunk ¯exion with and without an external load of 12 kg. Three-dimensional kinematics and dynamics as well as surface EMG provided inputs to a 12 muscle lumbar spine model. Results. Trunk muscle coactivity was di€erent between the modelling approaches but spine compression was not. Both EMGbased approaches were sensitive to trunk muscle coactivity and imbalance in left-right muscle forces during sagittal plane lifting. Overall, the best correlations between predicted forces and EMG as well as between forces predicted by di€erent modelling approaches were obtained with the EMG-based models. Only the EMG assisted by optimization approach simultaneously satis®ed mechanical and physiological validity. Conclusions. Both EMG-based approaches demonstrated their potential to detect individual trunk muscle strategies. A more detailed trunk anatomy representation would improve the EMG-assisted approach and reduce the adjustment to muscle force gain through EMG assisted by optimization. Relevance Injury to the lumbar spine could command alternative strategies of motion to attenuate pain and damage. To understand these strategies, the ideal lumbar spine model should predict individual muscle force patterns and satisfy mechanical equilibrium. Ó 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. Keywords: Coactivity; Dynamics; Electromyography; Lifting; Lumbar spine; Modelling; Muscle force; Optimization



1. Introduction Injury, degeneration and/or disease cause harm to the internal structures of the trunk, generally leading to situations where the injured region could: (1) present deformations visible via medical imaging techniques [1]
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and/or (2) force the body to use alternative strategies of motion to stop or minimize pain and damage progression. According to Panjabi [2], the typical alternative strategy attempts to maintain the mechanical stability of the spine through the control of motion between the segments by the muscles (active subsystem) and the other structures and tissues (passive subsystem). Consequently, injured individuals would be expected to use di€erently their muscles than the healthy persons to stabilize or move their spine.
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Biomechanical lumbar spine models are frequently used to estimate the trunk muscle forces and the resulting joint forces acting on the lumbar spine [3]. The typical basic trunk model includes from 4 to 11 pairs of bilateral muscles and neglect other tissue contributions [4±14] while the more sophisticated models incorporate from 90 to 180 muscle fascicles [15±18] with some of them accounting for ligament and passive tissue contributions [15±17]. In all cases, solution for muscle and joint forces is indeterminate because there are more unknown forces than independent equation. One of the three following approaches is generally used to solve the indeterminate problem: (1) mathematical optimization [7,9±13,18,19], (2) electromyography assisted [4± 6,8,16,17,20] or (3) electromyography assisted by optimization [21,22] which is a combination of the two previous approaches. The optimization approach allows to perfectly balance the net joint moment but does not respect the individual muscle activation strategies. The electromyography assisted approach respect the individual muscle activation strategies but does not perfectly balance the net joint moment. The electromyography assisted by optimization approach combines the advantages of the two other methods, balancing perfectly the joint moment while getting the closest match between the predicted individual muscle forces and their mechanically optimal values. The estimation of trunk muscle coactivity seems critical to be able to elucidate some lumbar spine protection mechanisms because trunk muscles are key actors in the control of the biomechanical strategies that could provide stability to the spine [6,8,15,23]. Theoretically, trunk muscle coactivity constitutes, along with intra-abdominal pressure, an e€ective mechanism to increase the sti€ness and stability of the lumbar spine [24]. Comprehensive lumbar spine models predicting valid individual muscle contributions are required to study such phenomena. The biomechanical strategies involved, if they exist, might be linked to intersegment motion (kinematics), joint loading (kinetics) and muscular activity. Assessing trunk muscle force patterns during the performance of usual movements could provide a way to recognize e�cient and ine�cient trunk muscle strategies. The validation of a lumbar spine model is generally indirect and realized in controlled static conditions [7,14,22]. Direct validation is not feasible [25] and validation in dynamic conditions should be preferred when the application of the model involves the analysis of free-dynamic tasks [8]. The validation procedure generally involves comparisons between EMG neural drive and predicted forces [7,11,12,14,22] as well as veri®cation of net moment balance at the lumbar joint [5,16,20]. The purpose of this study was to compare the ability of three approaches to resolve the muscle and joint forces in a biomechanical lumbar spine model during



dynamic sagittal plane lifting. These three approaches were double linear optimization (DOPT), electromyography assisted (EMGA), and electromyography assisted optimization (EMGAO). It was hypothesized that trunk muscle forces predicted through optimization-based approaches (DOPT and EMGAO) would be mechanically valid while trunk muscle forces predicted through EMG-based approaches (EMGA and EMGAO) would be more physiologically consistent. Coactivity was estimated to explain and interpret the predicted trunk muscle force strategies and their impact on lumbar spine loading. 2. Methods 2.1. Subjects Eleven healthy male subjects participated in the study as paid volunteers (aged 40 (SD 3) yr, height 1.77 (SD 0.51) m and mass 77 (SD 10) kg). To be included in the study, they were required to: (1) be free from back pain during at least one year preceding this experiment, (2) have never su€ered from back pain for more than one week during their life, (3) have never lost one day of work because of back pain, (4) have never consulted a physician for a back problem, and (5) have an excellent functional capacity (null score at the Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale [26]). The subjects were excluded from the study if: (1) a back problem was detected during their physical examination, (2) they were under medication, (3) they had one positive answer at the Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire, and (4) they were obese or too muscular (body mass index higher than 28 kg=m2 ). The project was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Universite de Sherbrooke and all the subjects signed an informed consent form before their participation to the study. 2.2. Measurement techniques and data processing Details on measurements and processing of 3D motion and external forces are available elsewhere [27]. Muscle activity patterns were recorded through active surface electrodes (Model DE02, Delsys, Wellesley, MA, USA) with a custom-built 16-channel EMG system. Using the locations recommended by McGill [16], 12 electrodes were adhered to the skin with transparent dressing (Model Tegaderm HP, 3M Health Care, St Paul, MN, USA) and thin double-sided tapes over the following muscles on each side of the body: rectus abdominis (RA), internal oblique (IO), external oblique (EO), lumbar erector spinae (LE), thoracic erector spinae (TE), and latissimus dorsi (LD). A ground electrode (Model Red Dot, 3M, St Paul, MN, USA) was positioned over the C7 spinous process. The raw signals
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were ampli®ed (gain of 2000) and analog ®ltered to produce a band width of 10±1000 Hz. All data were synchronized through a Peak Event Synchronization Unit (Peak Performance Technologies, Englewood, CO, USA). Myoelectric signals were A/D-converted at 2048 Hz, band-pass ®ltered [28] (eighth-order Butterworth with high-pass cut-o€ at 25 Hz and low-pass cut-o€ at 500 Hz), full-wave recti®ed and low-pass ®ltered (single pass, Butterworth) at a cut-o€ frequency of 3 Hz to get the linear envelope [29]. The linear envelope was normalized to the maximum activity observed during the MVC trials. 2.3. Tasks Two sets of tasks were performed by the subjects: (1) maximum voluntary contractions (MVC) to provide a basis for EMG normalization and (2) a simulated working activity involving dynamic lifting-lowering. The MVC were measured in the following postures: (1) bentknee sit-up including twisting e€orts [16] with the trunk at approximately 30°, (2) trunk extension with the subject leaning over the edge of a test bench [16], (3) backlift pull with the trunk at approximately 55° and (4) shoulder extension with the thorax of the subject leaning against a wall. An assistant provided manual resistance for the sit-up, trunk extension, and shoulder extension postures. Three trials were performed for each posture and the largest amplitude measured at each electrode site was taken as 100% MVC for that speci®c muscle. The simulated working activity was a standard sagittal plane lifting-lowering task involving a trunk ¯exion of about 45°. The task was performed without external load (0 kg condition) or with a weighted dynamometric box (12 kg condition) at a ®xed cadence (5.45 s cycle duration controlled through a metronome pulse) with straight elbows and knees. The width of the base of support was standardized across the tasks. For each task, three complete lifting-lowering cycles were performed and the third was used for biomechanical analyses. 2.4. Dynamic multisegment models Two dynamic multisegment models were used to estimate the triaxial moment at the L5/S1 joint [27,30]. Brie¯y, the lower body model proceeded from the measured ground reaction force through the feet, shanks, thighs, and pelvis to estimate the L5/S1 joint moment while the upper body model proceeded from the external forces measured at the hands through the arms, upper arms, upper thorax, and lower thorax to obtain the L5/S1 joint moment (Fig. 1(c)). To estimate the joint centre positions, the calibrated anatomical systems technique (CAST) described by
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Cappozzo et al. [31] was applied using the procedures presented in Lariviere and Gagnon [30] with improved marker sets (Fig. 1(a) and (b)). Geometrical relationships between triplets of markers and joint centre positions were de®ned in the anatomical posture (Fig. 1(a)) to reduce from 44 to 27 the number of markers tracked during task performance (Fig. 1(b)) to build geometric and dynamic models (Fig. 1(c)). Anatomical coordinate systems and inverse dynamic computations were as in Lariviere and Gagnon [27,30]. 2.5. Lumbar spine model A lumbar spine model was used to partition the net L5/S1 moment from the dynamic multisegment model (Fig. 1(c)) into muscular (12 muscles identi®ed above) and joint (compression and shear on L5/S1) forces (Fig. 1(d)). The indeterminate problem was solved by the three following approaches (Fig. 2): (1) double linear optimization (DOPT) as presented by Bean et al. [19], (2) EMG assisted solution (EMGA) inspired from Granata and Marras [5], and (3) EMG assisted optimization (EMGAO) as suggested by Cholewicki and McGill [21]. More details on these approaches are provided in Appendix B. Muscle orientation, length and velocity changes were monitored during the lifting motion using the relative movement between the pelvis and the thorax [8,32]. With the subject in anatomical position, two imaginary transverse planes were used to attach the origin and extremity of each muscle vector. The ®rst virtual cut was at the L5/S1 joint level to ®x the origin of each muscle vector while the second plane was at the T12/L1 joint level to attach its extremity. Data from Granata and Marras [4] and Schultz [9] allowed individual adjustment of muscle origin positions (lever arms) in the L5/S1 plane relative to the centre of the joint and ®xed to the local coordinate system of the pelvis with simple anthropometric measurements (muscle parameters are provided in Appendix A). Data from the same authors provided the standard vector orientation of each muscle in anatomical position. Using data from anatomical calibration, the point of intersection between the projected line of action of each muscle vector and the T12/ L1 plane (muscle extremity) was computed relative to a local coordinate system on the lower thorax. Attitude and orientation of the lower thorax relative to pelvis were used to calculate the instantaneous changes in orientation and length of the muscle vectors. Muscle cross-sectional areas were estimated from the data of Schultz [9] to approximate maximal force production capacity. In the DOPT approach, the muscular and joint forces were predicted without correction for muscle length changes, velocity of contraction and physiologic level of activation, but with correction for muscle orientation (lines-of-action) during movement.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the procedure to construct the geometric, linked, and lumbar spine models. From the 44 surface markers used for anatomical calibration (a), 27 were tracked during task performance (b) to allow the reconstruction of a full body geometric model (14 segments) subdivided into lower body and upper body linked dynamic models (c) using respectively external forces at the feet (FLF and FRF measured by two force platforms) and the hands (FLH and FRH measured through a dynamometric box) as input. The lumbar spine model (d) was built from an imaginary plane cutting at the L5/S1 joint. See Section 2 and Appendix A for additional details.



In the EMGA and EMGAO approaches, physiologic and dynamic parameters were involved in the prediction of the muscle forces through the length and velocity of contraction relationships proposed by Granata and Marras [5]. 2.6. Predicted trunk muscle forces 2.6.1. Mechanical validity To assess the ability of each modelling approach to predict trunk muscle forces respecting the mechanical equilibrium at the L5/S1 joint, the net joint moment was computed from the predicted muscle forces and compared to the original moment (from the multisegment model) that was input in the lumbar spine model. To ensure the perfect mechanical integrity of the system, the net moment output from the predicted forces and input



from the multisegment model should be equal for each anatomical axis. The RMS moment di€erence (DMi ) between input (Mi;tinput ) and output (Mi;t ) moment values was used as mechanical validity indicator. v��������������������������������������������� u T  2 u1 X  DMi ˆ t Mi;t Mi;tinput : T tˆ1 The i subscripts indicate either the longitudinal, sagittal, or transverse anatomical axis and t stands for movement time sample. The  superscript indicates either the DOPT, EMGA, or EMGAO modelling approach. 2.6.2. Physiological validity The physiological validity of the trunk muscle forces among the three modelling approaches was evaluated by three types of comparison. In the ®rst group of com-
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Fig. 2. Lumbar spine model ¯ow chart. The inputs from Inverse dynamics, Trunk kinematics, and Anthropometry were used to solve by double linear optimization (DOPT) the indeterminate problem to partition the net joint moments and forces into trunk muscular forces and estimate the L5/ S1 joint forces. These same inputs plus Electromyography measurements were used with EMG assisted (EMGA) and EMG assisted by optimization (EMGAO) approaches. See Section 2 and Appendix A for additional details.



parisons, predicted trunk muscle forces were correlated with their respective normalized EMG signals. The square value of these correlation coe�cients (r2 or coe�cient of determination) indicates the common variance between force and EMG. In the second group of tests, force±force correlations were conducted between predicted trunk muscle forces for all possible pairs of modelling approach comparisons, namely DOPT± EMGA, EMGA±EMGAO, and EMGAO±DOPT. In this study, it was assumed that EMGA and EMGAO predicted trunk muscle forces would represent good approximations of the true physiological dynamic muscle force patterns. Consequently, higher correlation coe�cients were expected between EMGA±EMGAO than between DOPT±EMGA or EMGAO±DOPT predicted trunk muscle forces. In the third group of contrasts, the average absolute di€erences in the predicted muscle forces between the three approaches were computed. 2.7. Spine loading and trunk muscle coactivity The L5/S1 compression force was used as a measure of lumbar spine loading. In addition, a polynomial equa-



tion [33] based on force predictions from a sophisticated lumbar spine model [16,17] was used to estimate L4/L5 joint compression values for comparison purpose. To explain and interpret the muscle behaviour and its impact on spine compression, the degree of trunk muscle coactivity was estimated. Individual muscle moment contributions about each anatomical axis were ®rst computed. For each anatomical axis, all the individual moment contributions were then summed signwise. Coactivity was resolved axis by axis at each instant of the movement by comparing the net L5/S1 moment about a given axis to the signed sum of the individual muscle moments about the same axis. For example, when the L5/S1 moment about the longitudinal axis was positive, the sum of all the negative individual muscle moment contributions about this same axis represented total axial rotation coactivity at this instant of the movement. When the L5/S1 moment about the longitudinal axis was negative, the same logic applied the other way. When the L5/S1 moment about the longitudinal axis was null, axial rotation coactivity was either equal to zero or to the sum of the positive or negative (equal if they exist) individual muscle moment contri-
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butions. The process was the same for the two other anatomical axes. For the task under study, there was antagonism coactivity about the transverse axis only because trunk ¯exion was directly opposed to the action of the main agonist muscles. Trunk muscle coactivity about the two other anatomical axes (longitudinal and sagittal) was interpreted as functional coactivity (synergy) because it mainly acted to sti€en the trunk to prevent axial rotation and lateral bending during the sagittal plane ¯exion±extension movement. 2.8. Statistics Three-way A N O V A s with repeated measures on each factor were conducted to assess the e€ect of the three independent variables on the dependant variables. The ®rst independent variable was the modelling approach with three levels, DOPT, EMGA and EMGAO. A variant of the ®rst independent variable (modelling approach) was also used to assess the e€ect of pair of modelling approaches with three levels, DOPT±EMGA, EMGA±EMGAO, and EMGAO±DOPT. The second independent variable was the external load with two levels, 0 and 12 kg. The last independent variable was the input moment to the lumbar spine model with two levels, lower body model and upper body model. The dependent variables were the EMG-force and force±force correlation coe�cients (12 muscles), peak compression force, and peak trunk muscle coactivity (axial rotation, lateral bending, ¯exion, and resultant). The correlation coe�cients were changed to a normally distributed statistic (score) through a Fisher's Z transformation [34] before the A N O V A processing. To ensure that the peak values (compression and coactivity) were taken for the same body con®guration (posture, muscle lines of action and lever arms), the time of occurrence of the peak resultant L5/S1 joint moment computed through the lower body multisegment model was selected as the criterion time for peak compression force and peak trunk muscle coactivity. Sche€e post hoc test was used to identify the statistically di€erent means when required. Di€erences were considered signi®cant with P 6 0:05. The general linear models (GLM) procedure from the SAS software (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA) was used to perform the A N O V A s. 3. Results 3.1. Trunk muscle forces 3.1.1. Mechanical validity The DOPT and EMGAO approaches constrained the lumbar spine model to predict trunk muscle forces in



perfect equilibrium with the net moment at the L5/S1 joint, but the EMGA approach did not. Generally, the EMGA modelling approach overestimated axial rotation and lateral bending moments and underestimated extension moment. For the 0 kg simulated lifting condition, the average DM EMGA values were 7 (SD 5), 13 (SD 5), and 37 (SD 15) N  m in axial rotation, lateral bending, and extension respectively. With the 12 kg external load, these values were 13 (SD 10), 19 (SD 8), and 52 (SD 21) N  m. These di€erences were large considering that average peak moments at the L5/S1 joint were 1 (SD 3), 1 (SD 9), and )92 (SD 23) N  m in axial rotation, lateral bending, and extension, respectively, for the 0 kg simulated lifting. These moments were 0 (SD 4), 4 (SD 12), and )141 (SD 27) N  m with the 12 kg external load. These DM EMGA values indicated that substantial adjustment of the predicted trunk muscle forces was required from the other EMG-based modelling approach (EMGAO) to ®t perfectly the muscle moments to the net joint moments. 3.1.2. Physiological validity The modelling approach changed signi®cantly the force-EMG correlation coe�cients for all muscles (Table 1). Overall, the best coe�cients were obtained with EMGA. These coe�cients were not di€erent between EMGA and EMGAO for RAL ; IOL ; IOR , and LDL muscles. The LER muscle presented the highest common variance (average r2 ˆ 81%) between muscle force and EMG with EMGA. For three muscles, the coe�cients increased concomitantly with the external load (external load e€ect). The coe�cients of four muscles were changed by the input moment. The interaction terms did not disclose any clear trend. The pair of modelling approach changed signi®cantly the force±force correlation coe�cients for all muscles, the EMGAO±DOPT pairs always generating higher coe�cients for the back muscles and the EMGA±EMGAO pairs always generating higher coe�cients for the abdominal muscles (Table 1). For the back muscles, the coe�cients for DOPT±EMGA and EMGA±EMGAO pairs were not signi®cantly di€erent. The highest common variance (average r2 ˆ 90%) was obtained for both LE muscles in the EMGAO±DOPT pair comparison. For ®ve muscles, an increase in the external load changed the coe�cients. The coe�cients of three muscles were sensitive to the input moment. The interaction terms did not provide any additional trend in the results. The average absolute di€erences in the predicted trunk muscle forces between the three approaches were equivalent for EMGAO±EMGA (average 94 SD 36 N) and EMGAO±DOPT (average 87 SD 17 N) comparisons but not for EMGA±DOPT (average 140 SD 51 N). The lifting of an external load increased these di€erences for EMGA±DOPT and EMGA±EMGAO but not for
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Table 1 Average (SD) trunk muscle force-EMG and force±force correlation coe�cients contrasted between modelling approaches (MA)a Muscle



RAL RAR IOL IOR EOL EOR LEL LER TEL TER LDL LDR Average (SD)



Force-EMG



Force-force



ANOVA



DOPT



EMGA



EMGAO



MA



)0.05 (0.19) )0.03 (0.24) )0.07 (0.30) )0.17 (0.30) 0.01 (0.12) 0.00 (0.22) 0.26 (0.39) 0.31 (0.38) 0.30 (0.34) 0.41 (0.35) 0.27 (0.32) 0.23 (0.27)



0.27 (0.21) 0.24 (0.25) 0.66 (0.34) 0.65 (0.29) 0.70 (0.19) 0.67 (0.18) 0.88 (0.13) 0.90 (0.14) 0.66 (0.23) 0.73 (0.21) 0.62 (0.21) 0.54 (0.21)



0.13 (0.18) 0.09 (0.18) 0.69 (0.28) 0.67 (0.29) 0.38 (0.16) 0.43 (0.20) 0.46 (0.30) 0.52 (0.28) 0.42 (0.31) 0.56 (0.31) 0.46 (0.31) 0.38 (0.27)



U



0.12 (0.29)



0.63 (0.22)



0.43 (0.26)



EL



IM



U U



U



U



U



U



U



U



U U U



U U



U U U



U



U



ANOVA



DOPT± EMGA



EMGA± EMGAO



EMGAO± DOPT



MA



)0.03 (0.28) 0.02 (0.27) )0.12 (0.39) )0.20 (0.39) 0.04 (0.35) 0.05 (0.36) 0.56 (0.25) 0.57 (0.23) 0.75 (0.20) 0.76 (0.11) 0.75 (0.20) 0.79 (0.09)



0.65 (0.33) 0.61 (0.39) 0.83 (0.14) 0.80 (0.21) 0.54 (0.27) 0.52 (0.35) 0.72 (0.16) 0.74 (0.14) 0.74 (0.11) 0.77 (0.11) 0.67 (0.14) 0.62 (0.21)



0.10 (0.43) 0.17 (0.41) )0.07 (0.38) )0.09 (0.38) )0.10 (0.31) )0.01 (0.32) 0.95 (0.06) 0.95 (0.05) 0.92 (0.06) 0.90 (0.08) 0.85 (0.13) 0.83 (0.13)



U



0.33 (0.26)



0.69 (0.21)



0.45 (0.23)



EL



IM



U U U U



U



U U



U



U



U



U



U



U



U



U U



U U



U



a U Indicates a signi®cant A N O V A main e€ect …P 6 0:05† for MA, external load (EL) or input moment (IM). Bold number indicates signi®cantly higher coe�cient across MA.



EMGAO±DOPT. The largest di€erences were observed for the LE muscles.



sensitive to the increase of the external load (or the input moment) for the prediction of spine compression force.



3.2. Spine compression estimates



3.3. Trunk muscle coactivity



Spine compression force was changed by the external load but not by the modelling approach (Table 2). The peak compression force increased with the external load, the average value going from 2405 (SD 764) to 3631 (SD 951) N, for an average increase of 51 (SD 44) % across the modelling approaches. Using L5/S1 moments from either the lower body or the upper body multisegment model as input in the lumbar spine model did not in¯uence the predicted compression force. As expected, larger L5/S1 than L4/L5 compression estimates were obtained with all modelling approaches for both simulated lifting tasks (Table 3). The average increases in compression between the 0 and 12 kg external load condition were 1103, 1535, 1005 N for DOPT, EMGA, EMGAO, respectively. Compared to the average value of 1137 N obtained with the polynomial equation, this indicated that all modelling approaches and the polynomial equation were equally



Peak resultant trunk muscle coactivity about each anatomical axis was changed by modelling approach (Table 2). The external load increased axial rotation, lateral bending, and resultant coactivity. Overall, peak resultant coactivity signi®cantly increased by an average of 51% from 75 (SD 33) to 113 (SD 49) N  m between the 0 and 12 kg simulated lifting conditions. As expected, the magnitude of coactivity in lateral bending represented always more than 80% of the total coactivity. Moreover, with DOPT the total trunk muscle coactivity was accomplished in lateral bending. The coactivity was thus mostly synergistic (axial rotation and lateral bending). Trunk muscle coactivity was not changed by the source of input moments (lower body or the upper body multisegment model). Individual muscle force contributions were clearly in¯uenced by modelling approach and changed by the presence of an external load. For a typical case (Fig. 3),
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Table 2 Average (SD) peak spine compression force and trunk muscle coactivity contrasted between modelling approaches (MA) and external load (EL)a Variable and external load



Modelling approach



Compression force (N) 0 kg 12 kg



DOPT



EMGA



EMGAO



MA



EL



IM



2222 (367) 3325 (372)



2293 (1129) 3827 (1498)



2793 (585) 3798 (563)



0.1179



0.0001



0.4671



0 (0) 0 (0)



25 (17) 39 (25)



21 (11) 22 (13)



0.0001



0.013



0.0601



56 (12) 86 (14)



75 (41) 130 (61)



82 (25) 107 (24)



0.0074



0.0001



0.1431



2 (1) 3 (2)



30 (16) 45 (30)



17 (10) 16 (10)



0.0001



0.1146



0.0684



56 (12) 86 (14)



85 (46) 144 (71)



87 (28) 110 (27)



0.0023



0.0001



0.1097



Axial rotation coactivity (N  m) 0 kg 12 kg Lateral bending coactivity (N  m) 0 kg 12 kg Flexion coactivity (N  m) 0 kg 12 kg Resultant coactivity (N  m) 0 kg 12 kg a



Bold number indicates a signi®cant



ANOVA



ANOVA



main e€ect …P 6 0:05† for MA, EL, or input moment (IM).



Table 3 Comparison between predicted peak L5/S1 joint compression from each modelling approach and equation predicted peak L4/L5 joint compression for simulated lifting without load (0 kg) and with load (12 kg)a Time (%)



0 kg lift 12 kg lift D12



0 kg



49 (5) 51 (5) 2 (5)



L5/S1 moment (N  m)



Compression force (N)



ML



MS



MT



DOPT



EMGA



EMGAO



Equation (L4/L5)



1 (3) 0 (4) 0 (2)



1 (9) 4 (12) 3 (6)



)92 (23) )141 (27) )49 (9)



2222 (367) 3325 (372) 1103 (206)



2293 (1129) 3827 (1498) 1535 (1054)



2793 (585) 3798 (563) 1005 (195)



1800 (381) 2937 (752) 1137 (400)



a



Values in the table are average (SD) for N ˆ 11 subjects considering the input moment from lower and upper body multisegment models; Time is the percent normalized time corresponding to peak resultant L5/S1 moment; A positive ML ; MS , and MT value corresponds, respectively, to trunk axial rotation to the left, trunk lateral bending to the left, and trunk ¯exion L5/S1 moment components at time of peak resultant moment (input in the lumbar spine model and polynomial equation); D0 12 kg represents the di€erence in the L5/S1 moment and spine compression force resulting from the increase in the external load.



the compression force increased from 1950 N with DOPT (Fig. 3(a)) to 2799 N with EMGAO (Fig. 3(b)) in the 0 kg external load condition. A di€erent strategy of the back muscle was visible between the DOPT and EMGAO modelling approaches. The EMGAO approach predicted more LE muscles activity and less LD and TE muscles involvement than DOPT. Moreover, the EMGAO approach predicted activity from all the abdominal muscle (RA, IO, and EO) while the DOPT approach predicted only IO and EO on the left side of the body to balance the small L5/S1 lateral bending net moment (Ms: 10 N  m). The di€erent strategy from the EMGAO approach generated more coactivity about the three anatomical axes. The changes in the trunk muscle



strategy were alike for simulated lifting with a 12 kg external load (Fig. 3(c) and (d)). The increase in compression force generated by the additional external load was of similar magnitude between DOPT (from 1950 to 3194 N for 1244 N) and EMGAO (from 2799 to 3964 N for 1165 N). For the EMGAO approach, the increase in trunk muscle coactivity between the load conditions was more marked in lateral bending. 4. Discussion The present study compared the ability of three approaches to resolve the muscle and joint forces in a
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Fig. 3. Representation of individual trunk muscle forces, net joint moments, coactivity moments, and spine compression forces for a typical case at the instant corresponding to peak resultant L5/S1 net moment. The horizontal plane illustrates the imaginary L5/S1 cutting plane seen from a back view. The vertical axis indicates the magnitude of the muscular forces (RA: rectus abdominis; IO: internal oblique; EO: external oblique; LE: lumbar erector spinae; TE: thoracic erector spinae; LD: latissimus dorsi) using a ®xed scale for all the plots. Contrast between DOPT and EMGAO modelling approaches in the 0 kg condition (a vs b) and in the 12 kg condition (c vs d) shows the in¯uence of the modelling approach on the predicted muscle force strategy and the consequences on coactivity and spine compression. Contrast between 0 and 12 kg conditions with DOPT (a vs c) and EMGAO (b vs d) indicates the e€ect of the external load on the predicted muscle force strategy, coactivity, and spine compression. Additional explanations are given in the text.



biomechanical lumbar spine model during dynamic lifting. Spine compression force was similar across the modelling approaches. However, both EMG-based approaches detected more trunk muscle coactivity. This coactivity was mainly synergistic and characterized by muscle forces which were not necessarily symmetric for homologous muscles. This con®rmed the ability of both EMG-based modelling approaches to detect and quantify individual trunk muscle strategies. The general trend in the present results concurs with the observations of Cholewicki et al. [22]. However, because the present study involved simulated dynamic lifting, the correlation coe�cients between force and EMG were smaller than in the static case where it is possible to obtain high force-EMG correlation coe�cients for the main agonist muscles [10,12,13]. For static force prediction, normalized EMG modulates directly the force once maximal muscle capacity …rmax † and muscle cross-sectional area (sj ) are ®xed, but dynamic force prediction requires two additional modulation factors to correct muscle force for relative muscle length (/j ) and velocity of contraction (uj ) changes [4,5]. If these two dynamic parameters are removed from the force prediction equation, perfect correlation between



normalized EMG signals and predicted trunk muscle forces would be observed for EMGA in the present study. An explanation for the low correlation coe�cients between dynamic EMGA±EMGAO forces may be related to our MVC calibration using a limited number of static postures while it is suggested for the analysis of free-dynamic tasks to use a curve of normalization interpolated from a sample of postures representative of the joint excursion [35]. However, the complexity of the data collection procedure precluded the use of such a multiple calibration technique in the present study. The sensitivity of both EMG-based modelling approaches to trunk muscle coactivity was demonstrated by an average increase of 51% in resultant coactivity when compared to DOPT for simulated lifting tasks involving peak extension angular velocity of 50 (SD 11) °/s. This level of coactivity concur with data from Granata and Marras [6] who observe an increase in coactivity of about 40% for free-lifting tasks performed at a trunk extension velocity of 60°/s when a lumbar spine model including 10 coactive muscles is used instead of a simple model considering only the main agonist muscles. Additionally, it is interesting to note that the source of
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input moment did not change trunk muscle coactivity or spine compression force. This makes acceptable as input in a lumbar spine model the L5/S1 net forces and moments coming from either an upper or a lower body multisegment model. The increase in resultant trunk muscle coactivity was principally generated by concomitant tension increases in the LE, EO, and IO muscle acting in synergy on leftand right-hand sides of the spine. For both EMG-based approaches, increases in axial rotation and ¯exion±extension coactivity resulted from changes in the relative load sharing among the muscles. As suggested by O'Sullivan et al. [36], the additional involvement of the EO and IO muscles might contribute to general trunk stabilization and provides segmental stability. This interpretation is based on the original work of Bergmark [23] who suggested that di€erent trunk muscles may play di€erent roles to provide dynamic stability to the spine. The EO and IO muscles may be part of the global muscle system of the trunk consisting of muscles with large moment production capacity acting between the pelvis and the ribcage, thus able to provide general trunk sti€ening. Progress toward an ideal modelling solution should combine EMGAO with a subject-invariant parameter EMG-based model [20] to improve construct validity and to decrease the magnitude of the adjustment on the predicted muscular forces required from the optimization. As an hybrid modelling approach, EMGAO o€ers both the advantages of EMG (sensitivity to inter- and intra-individual di€erences in tissue loading strategies, ability to predict agonist, antagonist, and synergist muscle recruitment patterns) and optimization (satisfying the moment constraints about the three axes) to predict trunk muscle forces with the closest match between physiological and mechanical requirements. This type of modelling approach has considerable potential to study the mechanical stability of the spinal system [15] and load sharing among the muscles at various joints [37,38]. From a practical standpoint, the main inconvenience of the EMG-based modelling approaches remains the complexity of the experimental procedures to collect simultaneously all the required inputs. Automated and more accurate kinematic measurements would certainly simplify data collection and improve estimates of lumbar spine motion [39,40]. In the present study as in studies by others [4,5,8], it was assumed that a simple lumbar spine model including a small but representative number of trunk muscles was su�ciently detailed to describe trunk anatomy and mechanics. However, in the context of a new set of experiments involving sustained static trunk e€orts [41], trunk muscle geometry and parameters of a detailed model [15,16] were implemented and our results indicate an improvement in the mechanical validity of EMGA. For example, a muscle like the multi®dus which was not



included in the simpli®ed model of the present study can have a contribution of 15±20% to the balance of the L5/ S1 extension moment. For some subjects, it almost makes the gain adjustment from EMGAO unnecessary. Given that in the present study the di€erence between the input extension moment and the EMGA predicted moment was in the order of 35±40%, it is clear that inclusion of the multi®dus through a more detailed lumbar spine model could have improved the overall EMGA mechanical validity. The capacity to measure EMG with surface electrodes to estimate trunk muscle coactivity restricted the number of muscles included in the present lumbar spine model. Adding more muscles would have forced either the use of intramuscular EMG or the inclusion of additional hypotheses related to the prediction of muscle activation of some deep muscles from the surface EMG signals of some other super®cial muscles [42,43]. Factors taken from the literature [4,9] were used to determine the initial orientation of the muscles and scale their lever arm. The muscles were treated as straight line vectors with length and orientation adjusted dynamically by the movement of the thorax relative to the pelvis. This dynamic adjustment is a small improvement over static muscle con®guration [8]. More muscle fascicles, accurate anatomic details [44±46], and eventually personalized muscle and geometric parameters [47,48] would be necessary to help elucidate some biomechanical aspects of low back disorders. 5. Conclusion Among the three modelling approaches compared via simulated dynamic sagittal plane lifting, only EMGAO was able to satisfy both the mechanical and physiological criteria. However, a more detailed anatomy representation would improve the EMGA approach and reduce the adjustment to muscle force gain through EMGAO. Both EMG based modelling approaches were equally sensitive to trunk muscle coactivity. Moreover, non-symmetric force patterns from the bilateral pairs of trunk muscles con®rmed the ability of the EMG-based approaches to detect individual trunk muscle strategies. Although the analyses performed in the present study involved only simple dynamic sagittal plane tasks, the EMG-based modelling approaches appear well suited to investigate more complex and realistic dynamic tasks. Acknowledgements This project was supported by grants from the Institut de recherche en sante et en securite du travail (IRSST, project 92-030/RS-92-21) of Quebec and from the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC, project OGP0130827) of Canada. Christian
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Appendix A. Muscle parameters of the lumbar spine model The muscle parameters of the lumbar spine model are summarized in Fig. 4. Appendix B. Modelling approaches For the lumbar spine model presented in the present study, three di€erent approaches were applied to resolve the indeterminate equation system (distribution problem), partition the muscle forces, and estimate the joint forces. These three approaches are detailed in the following paragraphs.
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B.1. General considerations The maximum muscle force generated per unit of cross-sectional area …rmax ) was initially set at 35 N  cm 2 and then adjusted by each modelling approach through speci®c procedures explained below. For clarity purpose, time subscripts t were voluntary omitted from the equations to present them in a less encumbered format. B.2. Double linear optimization procedure The double linear optimization (DOPT) formulation proposed originally by An et al. [49] and then by Bean et al. [19] was applied to resolve the indeterminate equation system. The ®rst linear optimization problem consists to minimize the gain (or error term) G to reduce muscle contraction intensity to the minimum required to resist the net L5/S1 joint moment. For the 12 muscles included in the present lumbar spine model, the known



Fig. 4. Muscle parameters of the lumbar spine model. Muscle lines-of-action are illustrated from top (ST plane) (a), right side (LS plane) (b), and back (LT plane) (c) views. Lever arm coe�cients and area ratios are summarized in the table. Muscle name abreviations are RA for rectus abdominis, IO for internal oblique, EO for external oblique, LE for lumbar erector spinae, TE for thoracic erector spinae and LD for latissimus dorsi.
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variables are the position vector ~ rj representing the lever ~ arm of muscle j, the net L5/S1 joint moment vector M from inverse dynamics, and the cross-sectional area sj of muscle j. The unknown variables of the problem are the force vector ~ Fj of muscle j and the gain G. The vector components (lever arms, muscle forces, and net joint moments) are de®ned in the pelvis anatomical (local) reference system. In this reference system, the longitudinal (L) axis points to the ground, the sagittal (S) axis points to the front, and the transverse (T) axis points to the right when the subject is in anatomical position. The ®rst optimization problem is: min G; subject to the following constraints: 12 X



~ ~ Fj ˆ M; rj  ~



jˆ1 1 ~ Fj  rmax  sj 1 6 G;



and ~ Fj P 0; for j ˆ 1; 2; . . . ; 12: The equality constraint indicates that equilibrium must be met for the three components of the L5/S1 moment vector. The ®rst group of inequality constraints requires that muscle contraction intensity is smaller or equal to its maximum contraction capacity. The second group of inequality constraints demands that all muscle forces stay positive. Each lever arm component (~ rj ) includes a correction for the muscle line of action (~ hj ) and is adjusted in conformity with the vector product rules to ensure that each component of the muscle force (~ Fj ) maintains a positive sign. The second linear optimization problem uses the optimized gain (or error term) G from the ®rst optimization to establish the maximum limit for each muscle force and minimize the compression force (or the sum of muscle forces) at the L5/S1 joint. Thus, the second linear optimization problem is: min



12 X



~ Fj ;



jˆ1



subject to the following constraints: 12 X



~ ~ Fj ˆ M; rj  ~



jˆ1



~ Fj 6 G  rmax  sj ; for j ˆ 1; 2; . . . ; 12; ~ Fj P 0; for j ˆ 1; 2; . . . ; 12: B.3. EMG assisted approach The EMG assisted (EMGA) approach was inspired from Granata and Marras [4,5]. For each muscle j, the



force ~ Fj is predicted using an equation involving the normalized EMG level EMGnj , a relative length parameter /j and a relative velocity of contraction parameter uj . The muscle force, length and velocity parameters are obtained through the following equations [5]: ~ Fj ˆ EMGnj  rmax  sj  /j  uj ; with /j ˆ



10:4`2j ‡ 4:6`3j ;



3:2 ‡ 10:2`j



0:99vj ‡ 0:72v2j :



uj ˆ 1:2



Variable `j represents the instantaneous (at sample time t) relative length of muscle j. This length changes with the translations and rotations between the pelvis (L5/S1 imaginary cut) and the lower thorax (T12/L1 imaginary cut). The value of `j is normalized relative to the muscle length at rest `0 , assuming `j equal to unity when the subject is in the reference anatomical position. The instantaneous relative velocity vj is the rate of variation of `j . To compute the moment at the L5/S1 joint from the predicted muscle forces, each lever arm component (~ rj ) is determined as explained above for the DOPT approach. A common gain G to all muscles is calculated on a per subject basis using least mean square regression over the duration of each trial (f Frames) to obtain the best ®t ~EMG ) and inverse dynamics between EMG-predicted (M ~ moment vectors: (M) ~EMG ˆ G M



12 X



~ Fj ; rj  ~



jˆ1 Frames X 



~EMG GM



~ M



2



ˆ min :



f ˆ1



B.4. EMG assisted quadratic optimization procedure The EMG assisted quadratic optimization formulation (EMGAO) of Cholewicki and McGill [21] was applied to the data. The goal of this hybrid approach is to apply the least possible adjustment to the initial estimate of individual muscle forces while balancing perfectly the three components of the net moment at the L5/S1 joint. The EMGAO approach is formulated as the following quadratic optimization problem: min



12 X



MEMG;j …1



2



gj † ;



jˆ1



with MEMG;j ˆ



q����������������������������������������������������������� 2 2 2 MEMG±L ‡ MEMG±S ‡ MEMG±T ;



subject to the following constraints:
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gj MEMG±L;j ˆ ML ;



jˆ1 12 X



gj MEMG±S;j ˆ MS ;



jˆ1 12 X



gj MEMG±T;j ˆ MT ;



jˆ1



gj P 0:5; for j ˆ 1; 2; . . . ; 12: The muscle gains (or error terms) gj are required to remain close to a value of one while minimizing the adjustments to the resultant moment MEMG;j for each individual muscle j. This objective function is constrained by three equalities requiring that the sum of the product of each individual muscle gain gj by each individual muscle moment component MEMG±L;j ; MEMG±S;j , and MEMG±T;j is equal to its respective net joint moment component ML ; MS , and MT at L5/S1. The individual muscle moment components MEMG±L;j ; MEMG±S;j ; MEMG±T;j and MEMG;j result from the product of the initial estimate of the predicted muscle forces by their respective lever arms ~ rj . The net joint moment components ML ; MS , and MT are output from one of the dynamic multisegment models (Fig. 1(c)). An additional inequality constraint [38] requires the gain to be equal to or larger than 0.5 to ensure that any active muscle will not be zeroed. The linear and quadratic optimization problems were, respectively, solved though the lp and qp algorithms from the optimization toolbox of the MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) numeric computation language.
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